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Janice Stewart at her Raincloud Tree Farm

FCW sends a Forest Cruiser to initially assess forest conditions. 
They use a modified carpentry laser that assesses tree diameter, 
breast height, tree height, biomass, decay, and helps to make calls 
about the specific species. Once the data is obtained, 
measurements are derived using in-house software. The data takes 
1-2 months to fully analyze, at which point FCW can propose a 
monetary offer to the landowner. If the owner accepts the offer, a 
Forest Cruiser is deployed again for further assessment, and this 
continues at 6-year intervals.

Jerry Jost of the Kansas Land Trust introduced our group to 
Forest Carbon Works. Forest Carbon Works (FCW)  is owned by 
ecoPartners, an LLC dedicated to the conservation of forests with 
offices out of California, Minneapolis, and Colombia. Mary 
Kallock is the head coordinator for FCW and our main contact on 
this project. The goals of FCW are to improve forest management 
projects, to implement sustainable management where 
appropriate, to keep forests intact, and to acquire carbon credits 
for California’s cap and trade market. The California Air 
Resources Board allows companies to purchase credits or 
allowances to exceed California carbon emission limits, 
encouraging businesses to reduce their own emissions through 
implementation of greener technologies at a more convenient, 
cost effective rate. Once emission goals are met, the companies 
may sell their excess credits for profit.
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Shorter contract period: Changing the length of the contract from 
125 years to 50 years will make transferring land rights easier if 
the owner sells or otherwise does not own the land due to 
extraneous circumstances.
Alternative payment plan: The yearly payment for 25 years will 
still be an aspect, we suggest after those 25 years that the 
payments continue every other year, instead of ceasing entirely. 
This is to ensure that the landowner is continues to benefit from 
the agreement, and if someone inherits the land, they will be 
provided benefits.
Transferability: The contract should include an allowance for the 
transfer of assets from California’s Cap and Trade Program to a 
potential future Cap and Trade Program in Kansas (and other 
states). 
Acreage Flexibility: Allowing for a reduced lower limit on the 
amount of acreage necessary to be eligible for benefits. 
Potentially changing the limit from a minimum of 10 acres to 5 
acres. 
Inclusivity: The program can be opened to landowners with 
conservation easements on their land to also receive financial 
benefits for forest management. 

Benefits:
❏ Landowners may attain a passive source of income for 

minimal effort in registering their land with FCW.
❏ Ensures the land is conserved in a natural manner, with 

minimal interference, supporting the native species/habitat, 
with restrictions on the harvesting of timber and planting of 
non-native tree species.

❏ FCW has experience in the management practices of 
conserving the carbon stocks, and works alongside the 
landowner to accomplish

Drawbacks:
➢Contract period of 125 years, only 25 of which will the 

landowner be financially compensated. Yet assume a level of 
responsibility for maintaining the carbon stock for which they 
were credited for the entire project duration.

➢That land is locked in contract for the duration of the 125 
years between the landowner(s) and the State of California, 
even if FCW and the landowner(s) back out of their agreement 
for any reason.

➢Cannot coincide with any prior conservation easements.
➢These programs are the first of their kind, and zero projects 

have even matured to the 6-year contract reassessment period, 
so the long-term outcomes remain unknown.

According to Carbon Brief, as of 2012, man made carbon 
release sits around 300 billion metric tons since 1959 (Fig. 1). 
Half of that carbon is removed naturally via carbon sinks and 
sequestration by both the ocean and forests. The maintenance 
of healthy forests through programs like FCW is essential to 
combat global greenhouse gas effects. 

Jonothan and Janice Stewart are landowners in the Pacific Northwest 
and the only individuals in the nation with a FCW carbon sequestration 
project off the ground. Their 120 acre forest in Portland, OR makes 
nearly $10,000 annually in pure profits through passive carbon 
sequestration. Adding carbon sequestration to their list of land uses -
including conservation, recreation and passive timber management -
the Stewarts can generate  profit by doing just about nothing. Jonothan 
states, “My goal is to show that there are ways, particularly for small 
woodland owners, to actively step forward and prevent climate 
change” (FCW). The Stewarts’ flagship efforts are paving the way for 
other landowners to enroll in the program.
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The Stewarts
Jonothan and Janice Stewart are landowners in the Pacific Northwest and the 
only individuals in the nation with a FCW carbon sequestration project off the 

ground. Their 120-acre forest in Portland, OR makes nearly $10,000 annually in 
pure profits through passive carbon sequestration. Adding carbon sequestration to 

their list of land uses - including conservation, recreation and passive timber 
management - the Stewarts can generate  profit by doing just about nothing. 

Jonothan states, “My goal is to show that there are ways, particularly for small 
woodland owners, to actively step forward and prevent climate change” (FCW). 
The Stewarts’ flagship efforts are paving the way for other landowners to enroll 

in the program.

There are 5.2 million acres of forests and woodlands in 
Kansas, occupying 10 percent of the state's total land area 
(Fig. 2). The Kansas Forest Service reports that 95% of 
this forested land is privately owned. So, not only does 
Kansas certainly have a market for forest sequestration 
programs, but there is a niche for a program that caters to 
private and inter-generational landowners. There is even 
greater potential for grassland carbon sequestration 
programs in the state if an organization like the American 
Carbon Registry can bring it to the table.

Figure 2

Figure 3 Some of the most abundant species of 
trees in Kansas, including Elm, 
Hackberry and Osage Orange have the 
capacity to sequester millions of 
dollars worth of carbon (Fig. 3). As of 
2010, gross sequestration by trees in 
the Kansas City region was about 1.0 
million tons of carbon per year, with 
an associated value of $20.7 million 
per year (NRS). Promoting healthy 
forests in the Eastern Kansas region is 
not only environmentally responsible, 
but also an economic investment for 
the future. 
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